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MmWave large arrays 

Exploiting OOB commun. signals 

How different are propagation characteristics 
 between different bands?   

Arrays are small  
@mmWave 

Arrays are a rate  
multiplier 

Arrays enable better 
spectrum sharing 

Arrays can focus the 
transmit power 

Configuring the arrays from Implicit or 
explicit channel estimation leads to high 

overhead 
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Still, too much overhead First solutions Recent solutions 

¿ H ? 

IEEE 802.11ad beam training can take up 
to 50 ms for beamwidth of 10º * 

Compressed estimation 
can reduce overhead 

BEAM   
TRAINING 

The potential of using OOB info 
POSITION 
INFORMATION 

SIGNALS 
FROM SENSORS 

Fast beam 
configuration 

SIGNALS FROM  
COMMUNICATION 
SYSTEMS AT LOW FREQUENCIES 

3G 

Channel info extracted without taxing the communication resources! 

Measurements from legacy 
WiFi have been used to 
configure 60 GHz WiFi [3] 

We have estimated DL 
correlation of mmWave 
systems using sub-6 GHz 
correlation [4]  

Spatial 
characteristics 

across 
frequencies on 

the order of few 
MHz are similar  

Surpringsinly 
some channel 

parameters also 
similar across 
several GHz!  

What if 
comparing 

sub-6GHz and 
mmWave bands? 

Well established in 
the 90s [1] 
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Figure 6.30: Measurement scenario. The Tx antenna was placed close to the Rx antenna in the 
LOS measurements, and, in a small kitchen in the end of the office space in the NLOS measure-

ments. 
 

In Figure 6.31, both the power propagation distance profiles and the LOS directional power 
distributions are shown for the measured frequencies. The similarity of characteristics over the 
full frequency range 5.8-58.7 GHz is striking except for NLOS where one strong cluster at 
about 70 m propagation distance in the 14.8 GHz power propagation distance profile which is 
absent at 5.8 GHz. This difference is, however, explained by that the windows, by occasion, 
block transmission at 5.8 GHz whereas they are fully transparent at 14.8 GHz. The 
phenomenon is due to interference by multiple reflections between the multiple layers of the 
windows and the corresponding attenuation is heavily oscillating over the full frequency range. 
At 14.8 GHz this effect results in a very significant pathway out of the window which is 
reflected back in again by an adjacent building.  

The results for both LOS and NLOS are summarized in Figure 6.32. No clear frequency trend 
is observed neither for delay spread nor angle spreads for the LOS scenario. For the NLOS 
scenario the delay spread is substantially larger at 14.8 GHz than at 5.8 GHz. This is however 
due to the window effect explained above. To summarize no clear frequency trend is observed 
neither for delay spread nor for angle spread.  

 

Figure 6.31: Directional power distributions (upper) and power propagation distance profiles 
(lower left) for the three frequencies 5.8 GHz, 14.8 GHz and 58.7 GHz in the LOS scenario. The 
lower right graph show the power propagation distance profiles for the NLOS scenario which 

was measured only at 5.8 GHz and 14.8 GHz. 
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Translating channel information between vastly 
different bands has many challenges  

the angle spread, the center angle of 
arrival and the received power can 

be slightly different  

the size of the correlation 
matrices is very different 

sub-6GHz 
mmWave 

Non-Parametric Parametric 

Estimates of angles and angle-spreads 

Construct an estimate of the 
mmWave spatial correlation 

matrix 
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Exploit correlation structure 
Use interpolation/extrapolation 

to obtain RH 

known correlation 
Correlation to be 

reconstructed 

Theoretical expressions of correlation 
 
 

Estimates of angles and angle spreads 
e.g. using subspace algorithms 

FOR SUBMISSION TO IEEE 4

(a) The simulated car model
with 5 antennas.

(b) The simulated van model
with 5 antennas.

(c) The simulated
lamp post

with a
single antenna.

Fig. 1: The objects used in the ray-tracing simulation.

Fig. 2: Ray-tracing setup: An orthographic 3D view of sim-
ulated infrastructure (lamp posts) and vehicles (car and van)
on N Lynn St, Rosslyn, Virginia.
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Fig. 3: AoA of dominant paths from lamp post 1 to the top
antenna on the car, at 900MHz and 72GHz.
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Fig. 4: Fraction of paths with common AoA vs frequency (base
case 900MHz).

where � is interelement spacing in wavelength (the wave-
length is � = c

f , where c is the speed of light, and f is the
system operating frequency).

The spatial correlation matrix for the the channel vector
h is defined as R = E[hh⇤]. Under a small angle spread
assumption [29], the spatial correlation matrix for a ULA can
be represented as

[R]i,j = e

j2⇡�(i�j) sin(✓̄)�
�
2⇡�(i� j) sin(✓̄)�✓

�
. (4)

For convenience, we introduce the correlation function
⇢(�m) = ⇢(�(i�j)) = [R]i,j . This correlation function will
be used for spatial correlation translation assuming the same
mean AoA and angle spread at sub-6 GHz and mmWave. The
arguments highlight the dependence of correlation function
on (i) interelement spacing and frequency via � and (ii)
the relative distance of antenna elements i and j via index
difference m = i� j. Furthermore, the correlation function is
symmetric ⇢(�m) = ⇢

⇤(��m). In practice, the correlation
as given in (4) is not available, and an empirical estimate is
used instead. Practical correlation estimation is discussed later
in Section VI.

The channel model (2) is parametric and explains the
channel in terms of a geometric description of the propagation
environment i.e., the AoAs of the rays, and the array response
to those AoAs. Parametric models can predict the performance
of the system in realistic propagation environments. For a

Sub 6 GHz spatial 
correlation matrix 

mmWave spatial 
correlation matrix 

Covariance translation from sub-6 GHz to 
mmWave 

Compressed beam search with OOB info 

Direction estimate 
from OOB 

Random beampatterns 
for compressed  
beam search 

Random beam patterns Structured random 

Possibly low gain in the 
strong channel direction 

Direction estimate from 
OOB 

Fair gain in the strong channel 
direction from OOB 

Replace random beam 
patterns with strucured 

random from OBB 
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 Sub 6 GHz 

MmWave 

Conventional 
hierarchical search 

Replace mmWave coarse search with OOB 

Coarse Pattern gain 
Below noise level 

OOB-aided  
hierarchical search 

Replace coarse 
stage by direction 
estimate from OOB 
 

Noise  
level Sub 6 GHz 

Noise level 

MmWave 
Noise level 

Hierarchical beam search with OOB info 
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Radar aided mmWave V2X 

Sensor aided mmWave 
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Com Signal at 65 GHz

Radar Signal at 76.5 Ghz
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Com Signal at 65 GHz

Radar Signal at 76.5 Ghz

TOP  
ANTENNA Hbybrid precoder & combiner design 

based on covariance  
information of the radar signal  

Position aided mmWave V2X 

96% of 802.11ad beam training overhead 
can be saved using fingerprint 

mmWave 
sensing BS 

radar camera 

lidar 

inertial sensor 

GPS 

automotive 
sensors 

 sensors at the 
UE 

Sensors everywhere… 
Why not to exploit sensing info to aid mmWave communication? 

* N. González-Prelcic, Roi Mendez-Rial, and R. 
W. Heath Jr., ”Radar aided beamforming in 
mmWave V2I communications support antenna 
diversity," ITA 2016 . 


